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PUBLIC POLICY EXCEPTION AND EU SUCCESSION 
REGULATION – CROATIAN PERSPECTIVE

So far public policy exception has been a standard clause of European pri-
vate international law instruments, including new Succession Regulation. Since in 
intra-Community cases it has to respond to policies of different origin – national, 
European and international, Author tried to explore what does it mean with regard to 
Succession Regulation. Careful consideration is given to possible use of substantive 
public policy because of legal and cultural differences it protects, which may or may 
not be significant depending on the applicable law. Its “usefullness” is aditionally 
tested through the prism of Croatian law.

Autor tried to prove that even though there are very limited circumstances 
which may lead to its deployment with in the ambit of Succession Regulation, it 
is hardly imaginable, at least for the time being, that the lively debate around the 
exclusion of any public policy test in respect to issues of substantive law is going to 
happen with regard to Succession Regulation.

Key words: Public policy. – European public policy. – Succession Regulation. – 
Croatia.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1997 and the adoption of the Amsterdam Treaty the Europe-
an Council and the Commission have articulated specific policies, some 
of them beeing free movement of judgments, equal access to justice in 
transnational cases and mutual trust of the laws and proceedings of other 
Member States.1 Based on these grounds, legislative process which start-
ed as a logistics to a common economic interests of the Community soon 

 * Assistant Professor at the University of Split Faculty of Law, ines.medic@
pravst.hr.

 1 Samuel P. Baumgartner “Recent Reforms in EU Law, Recognition and Enforce-
ment of Foreign Judgments”, Judicature, vol. 97, 2013–2014, 194.
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turned out to be an incentive to the creation of a “polycentric judicial 
architecture of the Community”.2

Significant peace of that architecture are different private interna-
tional law instruments,3 like new regulation enacted in 2012 – Regulation 
(EU) No 650/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 
July 2012 on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforcement 
of decisions and acceptance and enforcement of authentic instruments in 
matters of succession and on the creation of a European Certificate of 
Succession;4 all of them providing for speedy and efficient procedures 
for recognition and enforcement in one Member States a judgments given 
in another Member State.5 On the other hand, all of these instruments 
include certain corrective mechanisms, one of them being public policy.

In an attempt to answer the question whether or not public policy 
exception should be a part of the abovementioned Regulation and what 

 2 John S. Delicostopoulos, “Towards European Procedural Primacy in National 
Legal Systems”, European Law Journal 5/2003, 599.

 3 Some of them beeing:

Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 of 27 November 2003 concerning juris-
diction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in matrimonial matters and the 
matters of parental responibility, repealing Regulation (EC) No 1347/2000 (Brussels II 
bis), OJ, L 338/1, of 23 December 2003.

Regulation (EC) No 864/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 
June 2008 on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations (Rome II), OJ, L 199/40, 
of 31 July 2007.

Regulation (EC) No 593/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
17 June 2008 on the law applicable to contractual obligations (Rome I), OJ, L 177/6, of 
4 July 2008.

Council Regulation (EC) No 4/2009 of 18 December 2008 on jurisdiction, applica-
ble law, recognition and enforcement of decisions and cooperation in matters relating to 
maintenance obligations (Maintenance Regulation), OJ, L 7/1, of 10 January 2009.

Council Regulation (EU) No 1259/2010 of 20 December 2010 implementing enhan-
ced cooperation in the area of the law applicable to divorce and legal separation (Rome 
III), OJ, L 343/10, of 29 December 2010.

Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
12 December 2012 on jurisdiction and the recognition nad enforcement of judgments 
in civil and commercial matters (recast) (Brussels I bis), OJ, L 341/1, of 20 December 
2012.

 4 Regulation (EU) No 650/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
4 July 2012 on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforcement of decisions and 
acceptance and enforcement of authentic instruments in matters of succession and on the 
creation of a European Certificate of Succession (Brussels IV), OJ, L 201/107, of 4 July 
2012.

 5 Obviously, “on the level of secondary European Union law mutual trust opera-
tes in various sectors of civil procedure both as a justification for rules on mutual recogni-
tion as well as an imperative for the interpretation of these rules in a way that facilitates 
mutual recognition”. Matthias Weller, “Mutual trust: in search of the future of European 
Union private international law”, Journal of Private International Law 1/2015, 81.
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impact it might have we will first give a short outline of the concept of 
international public policy (part II), than we will try to answer whether 
there is a value added in an European context (part III), which role public 
policy exception plays within Succession Regulation (part IV) and what 
parts of Croatian law of succession might have the potential to trigger 
its application with regard to Succession Regulation provisions (part V). 
Finally, in Conclusion (part VI), in light of proposals for dissmissal of 
public policy clause in future secondary EU law we will try to offer some 
guidance on the subject matter.

2. THE INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC POLICY EXCEPTION

Legal concept of public policy exception is difficult one to describe. 
Maybe that is the reason why no efforts are made to define the contents 
and operation of the doctrine.6 Though, there is a general consensus that it 
operates as an exception and that it is to be used as an ultimum remedium 
and only in most extreme cases. That is why, in most international legal 
sources, the “manifest” contradiction to fundamental values of the forum 
state is neccessary precondition for application of those rules.

In private international law public policy has a special function, 
different from its function in the context of purely domestic law.7 While 
in domestic law it usually coincides with the body of statutory mandatory 
rules, which cannot be set aside through party autonomy; in private inter-
national law it plays a different role. It serves as a limit of tolerance with 
regard to repugnant or othervise unacceptable outcome of the application 
of foreign law and to unacceptable foreign judgments.8

With respect to applicable foreign law, public policy may be de-
ployed either to preclude or to correct othervise applicable foreign law. 
Public policy clauses mostly manifest their negative function, i.e. preclude 
the application of foreign law if the outcome of its application is contrary 
to the fundamental values of the lex fori. This suggests that it can only be 
used if application of foreign law would be repulsive to essential values 
of the forum community or detrimental to the forum’s public interests.9 In 

 6 Ted M. De Boer, “Unwelcome foreign law, Public policy and other means to 
protect the fundamental values and public interests of the European Community”, Down-
loaded from UvA-DARE, the institutional repository of the University of Amsterdam 
(UvA), 1, http://hdl.handle.net/11245/2.58767.

 7 Antoon Victor Maria Struycken, “Public policy in its PIL function (311)”, 
Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law, The Hague Academy 
of International Law, Brill Online, 2015, 395. http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/
entries/the-hague-academy-collected-courses/public-policy-in-its-pil-function-311-
ej.9789004145535.009_551.15, 04 December 2015.

 8 Ibid.

 9 T. M. De Boer, 3.
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cases in which essential values of the forum community are at stake the 
public policy criterion should be absolute and irrelevant of the intensity 
of the forum connection.10 On the contrary, if application of foreign law 
is detrimental to the forum’s public interests the intensity of the forum 
connection should be taken into account. Only a strong connection should 
justify the application of forum law.11

Positive function of public policy, which dictates application of 
overriding mandatory rules of the lex fori in a case which is subject to 
foreign law, used to be less frequent. Common denominator of these 
rules12 is that they are meant to safeguard the public interests of the fo-
rum community, as expressed in its substantive law, if they are affected 
in the individual case. Namely, real property, principles of good morals, 
human rights, vital interests of the State among which economic interests, 
etc.13 Literature quite often describes the operation of the positive func-
tion of public policy exception as a “sword” to enforce the law of the 
forum.14 However, since the acceptance of the doctrine of “special alloca-
tion” (Sonderanknüpfung), due to its special nature, overriding mandatory 
rules are treated separately and the term public policy nowadays refers 
only to its negative function.15

In private international law, there is also a distinction between sub-
stantive and procedural public policy, depending on whether the substan-
tive law standards or procedural law standards are in question.16 With 
regard to recognition and enforcement of foreign judgment national court 
will have to take into account both aspects of public policy. So, it entails 
also the procedural irregularities which are not remedied in the state of 
origin, e.g. due process, right to reasoned judgment, right to fair hearing, 
judgment obtained by fraud, etc.

 10 More on the subject: Alex Mills, “The dimensions of public policy in private 
international law”, Journal of Private International Law 2/2008, 210–231.

 11 More about it see in: T. M. De Boer, 3–4.

 12 Which are often described by the French term “lois d’application immediate” 
or “lois de police”. 

 13 A. V. M. Struycken, 400.

 14 Burkhard Hess, Thomas Pfeiffer, Interpretation of the Public Policy Exception 
as reffered to in EU Instruments of Private International and Procedural Law, EU Parli-
ament, 2011, www.europarl.europa.eu/studies, 28.

 15 T. M. De Boer, 1–2. See also: Jan Kropholler, Internationales Privatrecht, 
einschlieβlich der Grundbegriffe des Internationalen Zivilverfahrensrecht, Mohr Siebeck, 
Tübingen 2001, 239–240; Jan Jaap Kuipers, EU Law and Private International Law: The 
Interrelationship in Contractual Obligations, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden-Boston 
2012, 1–175.

 16 Tena Hoško, “Public Policy as an Exception to Free Movement within the In-
ternal Market and the European Judicial Area: a Comparison”, Croatian Yearbook of Eu-
ropean Law & Policy, vol. 10, 2014, 201.
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3. PUBLIC POLICY EXCEPTION IN EUROPEAN PRIVATE 
INTERNATIONAL LAW

As has already been mentioned, all of the European instruments 
contain public policy clauses. Obviously, it has kept its ubiquitous con-
cept and provides a ground for non-application of foreign laws17 and for 
the non-recognition of foreign judgments.18 Even though it explicitly re-
fers to the public policy of the forum, its traditional role (protection of 
fundamental values and policies of national law alone) only comes into 
play with respect to recognition and enforcement of third-country judg-
ments in a Member State. In intra-community cases it must also take 
account of the EU law, the EU’s Charter of Fundamental Rights and the 
Principes of ECHR (beeing part of it),19 so it must respond to policies of 
different origins – national, EU, international.

In order to meet those expectations and to ensure uniform appli-
cation of the public policy exception, clarifications of the concept were 
needed. The only mechanism able to achieve such effect are preliminary 
rulings, given by the CJEU. So far, there are several judgments on the 
issue. Though it has set out a framework and limits within which public 
policy exception can be applied,20 the CJEU did not yet answered the 
question of principle as to whether there are some uniform aspects on 
international public policy that need to be protected by a European wide 
use of public policy.21

According to the CJEU case law: Hoffmann v Krieg,22 Krombach 
v Bamberski,23 Renault v Maxicar,24 Gambazzi,25 Apostolides,26 fly LAL–

 17 Rome I, Art. 21; Rome II, Art. 26; Rome III, Art. 12; Brussels IV, Art. 35.

 18 Brussels I, Arts. 34(1) and 57 (1); Brussels I bis, Arts. 45 (1) (a), 46 and 58 
(1); Brussels II bis, Arts. 22 and 23; Maintenance Regulation, Art. 40, applicable only to 
maintenance decisions comming from Denmark and United Kingdom, i.e. states not bo-
und by the Hague Protocol of 23 November 2007 on the Law Applicable to Maintenance 
Obligations; Brussels IV Art. 40.

 19 Art. 6 para 3 of the Treaty on European Union.

 20 Ulrich Magnus, Peter Mankowski, Brussels I Regulation, Sellier, European Law 
Publishers, Munich 20122, 648.

 21 Paul Beaumont, Emma Johnston, “Can Exequatur be abolished in Brussels I whilst 
retaining a public policy defence?”, Journal of Private International Law 2/2010, 258.

 22 Case C-145/86 Horst Ludwig Martin Hoffmann v Adelheid Krieg [1988] ECR 
645.

 23 Case C-7/98 Dieter Krombach v André Bamberski [2000] ECR I-01935.

 24 Case C-38/98 Régie nationale des usines Renault v Maxicar SpA (2000) ECR 
I-2973.

 25 Case C-394/07 Marco Gambazzi v DaimlerChrysler Canada Inc. And CIBC 
Mellon Trust Company [2009] ECR I-2563.

 26 Case C-420/07 Meletis Apostolides v David Charles Orams and Linda Eliza-
beth Orams [2009] ECR I-03571.
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Lithuanian Airlines AS27 and Diageo Brands,28 P v Q,29 etc. Member States 
remain free to determine the content of their respective public policy ex-
ceptions but the CJEU sets the limits of the exceptions and controls their 
application by the courts of Member States.30 According to the CJEU, the 
public policy exception “ought to operate only in exceptional cases” and 
should have strictly subsidiary character.31 It may be deployed only in 
cases where there is notable discrepancy between the rule applied in the 
state of origin and a rule of the state of recognition, i.e. only in cases of 
“manifest breach of a rule of law regarded as essential in the legal order 
of the State in which enforcement is sought”.32 So, the differences in na-
tional laws alone do not rise to the level of a public policy violation.33 In 
order to do so they must affect fundamental values. That includes essen-
tial laws or fundamental rights recognised as such by the EU legal order 
because public policy of the EU now forms an integral part of the public 
policy of Member States.

Even though the CJEU case-law34 as well as some studies show 
that substantive public policy is very rarely invoked35 and such trend will 
probably continue, due to harmonisation of applicable law rules in certain 
subject matters, there are still reasons for its survival.36 Thus, its applica-
tion remains as a possibility but only in exceptional cases where the rec-
ognition of foreign judgment would entail unreasonable results.37

With regard to procedural public policy, it is obvious that procedur-
al issues remain the main focus of the public policy defence. The CJEU 
case-law shows that constitutional guarantees are not absolute and in the 
case of a manifest or disproportionate breach of fundamental right they 
can be restricted. It also shows that the ECHR and EUChFR significantly 
determine the content of public policy clause.38 But, according to Art. 53 

 27 Case C-302/13 fly LAL-Lithuanian Airlines AS v Starptantiskā lidosta Rīga VAS 
and Air Baltic Corporation AS, ECLI:EU:C:2319.

 28 Case C-681/13 Diageo Brands v Simiramida-04 EOOD, ECLI:EU:C:2015:471.

 29 Case C-455/15 PPU P v Q, ECLI:EU:C:2015:763.

 30 Krombach v Bamberski, note 23; Maxicar, note 24; and Apostolides, note 26.

 31 Hoffmann v Krieg, note 22, para 21.

 32 Krombach v Bamberski, note 23, para 37.

 33 Later expressed in Art. 25 of the Brussels II bis Regulation, supra note 3, with 
respect to differences in applicable law in divorce recognition.

 34 Case C-172/91 Volker Sonntag v Hans Waidmann, Elisabeth Waidmann and 
Stefan Waidmann [1993] ECR I-1963.

 35 Jan Oster, “Public policy and human rights”, Journal of Private International 
law 3/2015, 543.

 36 B. Hess, T. Pfeiffer, 170.

 37 Ibid.,168.

 38 First reference that the ECJ made reference to the ECHR was in the Nold jud-
gment in 1974 (Case 4/73 (1974) ECR 91). Since that time, the importance and the posi-
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of the EUChFR “nothing in the Charter shall be interpreted as restricting 
or adversely affecting human rights and fundamental freedoms as recog-
nised by international law and Member States’ constitutions”. Thus, when 
applying public policy clauses, Member States are free to consider human 
rights obligations going beyond those in the Charter, paricularly domestic 
constitutional rights.39

4. ROLE OF PUBLIC POLICY EXCEPTION IN THE EU 
SUCCESSION REGULATION

The newly adopted Succession Regulation deals with all aspects of 
cross-border successions. It is the first European private international law 
act which encompases not only jurisdiction and recognition and enforce-
ment of foreign judgments but also conflict of law rules in succession 
matters, as well as acceptance and enforcement of authentic instruments 
and the creation of a European Certificate of Successions. The ultimate 
goal is to harmonize private international and procedural law rules so as 
to enable citizens of the EU to organize more efficiently and more rapidly 
their successions within the European Union’s area of freedom, security 
and justice (AFSJ).40

Having said that, the obvious question is how does the public pol-
icy exception fit into this frame. From private international law aspect, 
increasing uniformity in the legislation of EU member States certainly 
does not justify its aplication.41 Even more so, taking into account the 
fact displayed in the Hess, Pfeiffer and Schlosser Report that “reported 

tion of ECHR have been acknowledged in the text of the treaties and by the ECJ (Elspeth 
Guild, Guillaume Lesieur (eds.), The European Court of Justice on the European Con-
vention on Human Rights, Martinus Nijhoff, London-The Hague-New York 1998). The 
first references to the Charter in the case law of ECtHR came in 2002. With the entry into 
force of the Lisbon Treaty on 1 December 2009, the ECtHR recognised its legally binding 
nature, and reffered to on several occasions, also as being part of primary law of the EU. 
The presence of an express provision in the Charter (Art. 52 para 3) calling for a regular 
and systematic examination of the case law of the ECtHR by the ECJ when dealing with 
the meaning and the scope of rights contained in the Charter whose wording correspond 
to those of the ECHR does not appear, at this stage, explored entirely and used. Some 
uncertainties emerge from the practice (Giuseppe Palmisano, Making a Charter of Funda-
mental Rights a Living Instrument, Hotei Publishing, 2015, 98–99, 102). 

 39 J. Oster, 549.

 40 Burkhard Hess, Chen M. Marinotti, Regulation (EC) no. 650/2012 of July 2012 
on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforcement of authentic instruments in 
matters of succession and onn the creation of a European Certificate of Succession, Note, 
European parliament, December, 2012, 6.

 41 See: Franco Mosconi, “La difesa dell’armonia interna dell’ordinamento del foro 
tra legge italiana, convenzioni internationali e regolamenti comunitarii”, Rivista dei dirri-
to internationale privato e procesuale, 2007, 5–26.
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case law in which public policy in its substantive respect was successfully 
invoked is very rare”.42 From procedural point of view, prima faciae there 
are also no reasons for retaining this exception. Namely, the autonomous 
procedural laws of the EU Member States are coordinated by EU law, part 
of which is also the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). It 
leads to a conclusion that judgments from other Member States are (or 
should be) compliant with fundamental rights.

On the other hand, one should not jump to conclusions. There are 
several reasons which might justify inclusion of this exception into the 
framework of the different Regulations.

First, although not the most important one, might be the consist-
ency in the Union’s conflict of laws.43 As it has already been said, it is 
very easy to establish that all the other comparable European instruments 
include this exception44 and if one of the aims is to develop the consist-
ent rules for general questions of private international law45 its inclusion 
in the Succession Regulation is of no surprise. It is easy to establish that 
this particular provision, in substantive terms, is identical in all EU Regu-
lations.46

The other reason might be to mitigate singular or systemic defi-
ciences relating to administration of justice by the Member State origin.47 
“Systemic deficiences” are to be understood as “threats to the rule of 

 42 Burkhard Hess, Thomas Pfeiffer, Peter Schlosser, The General Report of the 
Study on the Application of Regulation Brussels I in the Member States, Study JLS/
C4/2005/03, 559.

 43 Consistency as well as “codification of existing laws and practices” have also 
been subject of recent Commission’s interests. See: Comunication from the Commission 
to the European Parliament, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Com-
mittee of the Regions – The EU Justice Agenda for 2020 – Strenghtening Trust, Mobility 
and Growth within the Union, COM (2014) 144 final of 11 March 2014.

 44 Art. 21 of the Rome I Regulation, Art. 26 of the Rome II Regulation and Art. 
12 of the Rome III Regulation. See supra note 3.

 45 As has been stressed by the Max Planck Institute for Comparative and Interna-
tional Private Law in the Comments on the European Commission’s proposal for a Regu-
lation of the European Parliament and of the Council on jurisdiction, applicable law, reco-
gnition and enforcement of decisions and authentic instruments in matters of succession 
and the creation of a European Certificate of Succcession, Version of 26 March 2010, 
(published in Rabels Zeitschrift 74 (2010) issue 3), 111, http://www.europarl.europa.eu.

 46 More about it and the idea on “general part” to European rules on aplicable law 
(Rome 0) see in: Rolf Wagner, “Do we need a Rome 0 Regulation?”, Netherlands Inter-
national Law Review 2/2014, 225–242.

 47 So far they have been detected in asylum matters only. Detailed explanation 
of the problem see in M. Weller, 64–102 and Koen Lenaerts, “The Principle of Mutual 
Recognition in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice”, The Fourth Annual Sir Jere-
my Lever Lecture, All Souls College, University of Oxford, https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/.../
the_principle_of_mutual_recognition_in_the_area_of_freedom_judge_lenaerts.pdf, 30 Ja-
nuary 2015.
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law which are of systemic nature”48 and are to be distinguished from a 
mere “infringement of a fundamental right by the Member State”. Since 
the AFSJ is built upon the presumption that all Member States comply 
with fundamental rights,49 express public policy clause enables the party 
resisting recognition and enforcement to establish a (singular) violation of 
public policy instead of establishing systemic deficiences in the Member 
States of origin of the judicial act.50

Another reason might be the fact that in traditional scheme of 
private international law public policy exception constitutes a safeguard 
to certain national interests which that particular state understands as 
essential for the maintenance of its legal order. These interests are af-
fected by the social and religious conceptions of that state.51 So there is 
a “national public policy”, but within the EU its notion is circumscribed 
by the EU law, so there is also a “European public policy”.52 The two 
may overlap, in whole or only to some extent. Namely, if a rule of a 
foreign law does not satisfy procedural standards laid down in ECHR 
or European Charter of fundamental rights (EUChFR) its application 
should be denied in all Member States. With respect to rules of sub-
stantive law (especially in family and succession law) there may be 
differences of opinion whether or not a rule of substantive law offends 
European fundamental values.53

The final, and with respect to Succession Regulation the most im-
portant reason, is related with the scope of application of the Regulation. 
Since Succession Regulation has a universal application – i.e. it applies 
even when the law applicable to succession is not the law of a Member 
State (Art. 20.) it allows the possibility that courts of Member States may 
be confronted with concepts of foreign law which may be contrary to the 

 48 Commission Communication, “A new EU Framework to strenghten the Rule of 
Law”, COM(2014) 158 final/2, of 19 March 2014.

 49 “... the raison d’être of the European Union and of the creation of an AFSJ are 
based on mutual trust and a presumption of compliance, by other Member States, with EU 
law and, in particular, fundamental rights”. Case C-411/10 and 493/10 N.S. v Secretary of 
State for the Home Department and M.E. and Others v Refugee Application Commissio-
ner and Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform [2011] ECR I-13905, para 83.

 50 M. Weller, 97. With its recent ruling in N.S. v Secretary of State, confirmed 
by ruling in Bundesrepublic Deutschland v Kaveh Puid (Case C-4/11 Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland v Kaveh Puid, ECLI:EU:C:2013:740), the CJEU expressly stated that this 
presumption is by no means irrebutable (N. S., note 49, para 81) and shifted the burden of 
proof to national authorities in the Member State of recognition.

 51 Aurelio Lopez-Tarruella “The Public policy Clause in the System of Recogni-
tion and Enforcement of the Brussels Convention”, The European Legal Forum 2/2000-
2001, 123.

 52 K. Lenaerts, 25.

 53 T. M. De Boer, 15.
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fundamental principles of the forum.54 Also, the level of harmonisation is 
much lower in an area of family and succession law55 than in other areas 
of private law56 which leaves some space for the use of public policy 
exception even between the EU Member States. That is why, at Art. 35, 
the Regulation provides for the ultimate protection of a Member State’s 
fundamental values and policies,57 i.e. the public policy clause. It clearly 
states that it only concerns those cases where there is a “manifest” incom-
patibility between the applicable law and the public policy of the Member 
State of the forum.

For better understanding of the implications of this clause, recital 
58 of the Regulation has to be taken into consideration. It focuses at few 
points – some of them beeing manifest incompatibility of the applicable 
foreign law and the exceptional nature of this clause. In other words, 
some minor or less significant differences between the lex fori and lex 
successionis are of no importance. Public policy can be invoked only ex-
ceptionally, when the current ethical, economic, political and social val-
ues which are deemed fundamental in the State of the forum are at stake. 
Such approach is consistent with the general aim of the Regulation itself 
– the protection of the application to the highest possible degree of the 
lex successionis.58

Operationaly, this indicates that incompatibility of the applicable 
foreign law cannot be considered in abstracto but only in the context of 
the concrete case. Also, it should be limited to non-application only of 
the disputable provisions of foreign law instead of non-application of ap-
plicable foreign law in general.

Unfortunately, neither the Recital 58 nor Art. 35 make any refer-
ence to the solution of the consequences of this lex imperfecta. Leaving 
this question unanswered might lead to different solutions in different fo-
rums which goes against the rationale of this Regulation. Recourse might 
be found in the principle of consistent interpretation. Following the case 
law in other fields of European private international law application of 
lex fori should be the last resort. Priority should be given to other provi-

 54 According to B. Hess, T. Pfeiffer, P. Schlosser, para 555, this reason alone justi-
fies preservation of public policy exception. 

 55 Gaudemet-Tallon, Compétence et execution des jugements en Europe, L.G.D.J., 
Paris 20104, 414.

 56 For instance: in civil and commercial matters (B. Hess, T. Pfeiffer, P. Schlosser, 
para 559, U. Magnus, P. Mankowski, 662) or contracts or torts (P. Beaumont, E. Johnston, 
263).

 57 Normally, the courts refer to constitutional principles which are derived from 
their respective constitutions.

 58 Domenico Damascelli, “International public policy and reserved shares as go-
verned by Regulation (EU) No 650/2012”, Successions and matrimonial property regimes 
in Europe: notarial solutions, Société de législation comparée, Paris 2014, 64.
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sions of the Regulation and only if none of the otherwise applicable laws 
can be applied, lex fori comes into account.59 Still, it remains to be seen 
which approach shall prevail.

On the other hand, the fact that the public policy exception might 
be raised only in objection to the application of a provision of the relevant 
lex successionis and not to all aspects of such a law results in mandatory 
application of a law which includes provisions contrary to public policy, 
if the provision concerned is not.60

As has already been said, provision of Art. 35 clearly states that it 
only concerns those cases where there is “manifest” incompatibility be-
tween the applicable law and the public policy of the Member State of the 
forum. Such formulation may cause some confusion in practice. Namely, 
“one of the most disputed issues surrounding public policy relates to the 
question of whether it refers to fundamental principles of the domestic 
laws of EU Member States and/or to European principles”.61 To answer 
this question recourse also might be found in Recital 58 of the Regula-
tion. Namely, this Recital expressly states that courts of Member States 
“should not be able to apply the public policy exception in order to set 
aside the law of another State ... when doing so would be contrary to the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, and in particular 
Article 21 thereof, which prohibits all forms of discrimination”. So, the 
answer should be that public policy refers equally to fundamental princi-
ples of the national laws and to the fundamental principles of European 
Union Law, determined by the ECHR and the EUChFR.

All that has already been said on ordre public applies equally to its 
substantive and procedural aspects, i.e. applies also with regard to rec-
ognition and enforcement of foreign judgments (Art. 40(a), Art. 52, Art. 
60 para. 3 and Art. 61 para. 3 of Succession Regulation). In other words, 
public policy exception applies where the decision of origin infringes to 
an unacceptable degree the fundamental principles of the State of recog-
nition. Generally, review of the substantive aspects of a foreign judgment 
should not be encouraged since it undermines mutual trust and recogni-
tion but if the effects of the recognition would constitute a substantial 
breach of the national law of the state of enforcement it may refuse to 
recognise it. According to the existing practice of the ECJ procedural 
public policy is applied more often than substantial public policy, which 
is “often invoked, but seldom applied”.62 Practice shows that procedural 

 59 Ibid., 65.

 60 Paul Lagarde, EU Regulation on Succession and Wills, Commentary (eds. Ulf 
Bergquist, Domenico Damascelli, Richard Frimston, Paul Lagarde, Felix Odersky, Barba-
ra Reinhartz), Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, Köln 2015, 175.

 61 B. Hess, T. Pfeiffer, 28.

 62 B. Hess, T. Pfeiffer, 167.
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public policy may be applied with respect to lack of representation by the 
lawyer (default judgment),63 infringement of the defendants right to be 
heard,64 anti-suit injunctions,65 unfair trial,66 lack of motivation or equiva-
lent documents67 and fraudulent behaviour,68 etc.

Having said all this, where do we stand with possible application of 
public policy clause within the ambit of Succession Regulation? Whether 
and to what extent the public policy clause may be applied with respect to 
fundamental principles and mandatory provisions of national law?

A major comparative study ordered by the European Commission 
showed that the public policy exception is understood in a very similar 
way in the EU Member States.69 According to the abovementioned Study, 
most often it will come into play with respect to a third state law, when 
this law is discriminating against heirs by gender, religion or nationali-
ty.70 In practice it would amount to inequality between man and women, 
between legitimate and natural children, limitation of freedom to test if 
based on discriminatory grounds, limitation of capacity to inherit based 
on gender or belonging to a particular religion,71 admitting intestate suc-
cessions in favour of a polygamist’s second or other wives,72 etc.

Still, it is also possible that this exception may be raised in objec-
tion to the law of another Member State. The most common causes are 
agreements as to succession and the protection of the reserved portion of 
an estate. When it comes to succession one of the most sensitive issues 
in some countries appears to be reserved portion, i.e. the portion of the 
estate reserved for the near relatives of the deceased. Namely, in most 

 63 Krombach v Bamberski, note 23.

 64 Gambazzi, note 25.

 65 C-159/02 Gregory PaulTurner v Felix Fareed Ismail Grovit and Others [2004] 
ECR I-3565.

 66 Maronier v Larmer (2002) 3 WLR, 1060–1071.

 67 It seems to be a special French concern. See: Gilles Cuniberti, “The Recognition 
of Foreign Judgments Lacking Reasons in Europe: Access to Justice, foreign court avoi-
dance and efficiency”, International and Comparative Law Quarterly 1/2008, 25–52.

 68 Sabine Corneloup, “The public policy exception in Brussels I practice”, The 
European Legal Forum 1/2011, 25.

 69 Heinrich Dörner, Paul Lagarde (eds.), Etude de droit comparé sur règles de 
conflits de juridictions et de conflits de lois relatives aux testaments et successions dans 
les États membres de l’Union européene, German Notaries Institute, 2002.

 70 Ibid., 58.

 71 See: Etienne Pataut, The public-policy exception and the Proposal for a Regu-
lation of the European Parliament and of the Council on jurisdiction, applicable law, re-
cognition and enforcement of decisions and authentic instruments in matters of succession 
and the creation of a European Certificate of Succession (COM (2009)154), European 
Parliament, Brussels 2010, 13–14.

 72 D. Damascelli, 66.
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civil law countries “the reserved portion used to be sacrosanct” so they 
qualified their substantive rules on this topic as “overriding mandatory 
rules”,73 which helped them to decline the applicability of different for-
eign law.74 But sometimes there is a split between different courts of the 
same state about whether or not the reserved portion is a part of that’s 
state ordre public international.75

Protection of reserved portion may also come into question with 
respect to the law applicable to agreements as to succession.76 Accord-
ing to Art. 25 para. 1 applicable law (the law which would have been 
applicable to the succession of that person if he had died on the day on 
which the agreement was concluded) governs “its admissibility, its sub-
stantive validity and its binding effects between the parties, including the 
conditions for its dissolution”. But, according to Art. 23 para. 2 (h), it is 
the lex successionis that governs possible restrictions on the disposal of 
property upon death in order to grant certain heirs with the right to inherit 
a share of the estate. There is also a text of Recital 50 of the Regulation 
which clearly states that law applicable to succession agreement “should 
be without prejudice to the rights of any person who, under the law appli-
cable to the succession, has a right to a reserved portion or another right 
of which he cannot be deprived by the person whose estate is involved”. 
This confirms that all the other matters concerning succession, including 
protection of forced heirs, are governed by the lex successionis.77

Some sources point out that some Member States (Germany,78 
Greece, Portugal) explicitly state the absence of contravention of public 
policy with regard to reserved portion of an estate.79 In all the other cases, 

 73 T. M. De Boer, 49.

 74 “There is no shortage of arguments by which to raise the reserved portion to the 
level of international public policy understood, where appropriate, like local public poli-
cy.” Michel Grimaldi, “Some brief thoughts on public policy and the hereditary reserve”, 
Revue de droit HENRI CAPITANT 7/2014, http://www.henricapitantlawreview.fr/.

 75 Conflict of Law of Succession in the European Union, Deutsches Notarinstitut 
– German Notary Institute, 436, http://www.dnoti.de/eu_studie_en.htm.

 76 According to Art. 3, para. 1 (b) of the Regulation agreement as to succession 
means “an agreement, including an agreement resulting from mutual wills, which, with or 
without consideration, creates, modifies or terminates rights to the future estate or estates 
of one or more persons party to the agreement”.

 77 More on this issue see in: D. Damascelli, 69–70.

 78 Comments on the European Commission’s Proposal for a Regulation of the 
European Parliament and of the Council on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and 
enforcement of decisions and authentic instruments in matters of succession and the crea-
tion of a European Certificate of Succession (Version of 26 March 2010), 111–112, http://
www.europarl.europa.eu.

 79 Paul Lagarde, “Presentation de la proposition de règlement sur les successions”, 
Perspectives du droit des successions européenes et internationales (eds. Georges Khai-
rallah, Mariel Revillard), Defrénois, 2010, 3, 13.
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where there is no explicit standpoint on this question and there is a split 
even between different courts of the same state about whether or not the 
reserved share is a part of that’s state ordre public international80 differ-
ent results may be expected. Even more so since there is no unanimity 
among the different commentators of the Regulation.

According to some commentators, there is no doubt left whether or 
not national treatment of reserved portion may or may not constitute the 
ground for public policy objection. Namely, provision of Art. 27 para. 2. 
of the draft Regulation – “the application of a rule of the law determined 
by this Regulation may not be considered to be contrary to the public 
policy of the forum on the sole grounds that its clauses regarding the 
reserved portion of an estate differ from those in force in the forum” has 
been deleted from the final version of the text and these authors tend to 
explain it as an open door for wide application of public policy excep-
tion. According to Dutta, omission of para. 2 of Art. 27 from the final text 
of the Regulation speaks for itself.81 According to Damascelli, this dele-
tion allows not only that radically different treatment of reserved portion 
may constitute the violation of public policy but “the violation of public 
policy may also result from a mere difference in the treatment of forced 
heirs, from a subjective point of view (e.g. the lex causae does not grant 
any reserved shares in favour of certain heirs considered instead by the 
lex fori), from an objective point of view (e.g. the first law provides for 
portions of reserved shares smaller than those provided for by the second 
law) or from a qualitative point of view (e.g. the lex successionis denies 
the possibility to take legal action for share restoring purposses against 
donees of insolvent donors within the claw-back action)”.82

From the point of view of the Groupe européen de droit interna-
tional privé: “The reserved portion is governed by the law applicable to 
succession and should not be subject to international public policy or 
overriding mandatory rules”83. Bergquist argues that ordre public is not 
offended if the State of origin has other rules for the reserved portion or 
does not have such rules at all or has different rules on claw-back.84 Some 

 80 Matteo A. Pollaroli, EU Regulation No. 650/12 and access to new forms of 
intergenerational transfer of wealth, Richerche Giuridice II, 411–413.

 81 Anatol Dutta, “Novo međunarodno nasljedno pravo Evropske unije – prvo či-
tanje Uredbe o nasljednom pravu”, Nova pravna revija, Časopis za domaće, njemačko i 
evropsko pravo 2/2013, 19.

 82 D. Damascelli, 67.

 83 Résponse du GEDIP au livre vert de la Commission européene sur le successi-
ons et testaments, response to question 10, http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/news/consul-
ting_public/successions/news_contributions_successions_en.htm.

 84 Ulf Bergquist, EU Regulation on Succession and Wills, Commentary (eds. Ulf 
Bergquist, Domenico Damascelli, Richard Frimston, Paul Lagarde, Felix Odersky, Barba-
ra Reinhartz), Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, Köln 2015, 192.
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other authors also agree, arguing that “to acceede to such a request might 
ruin the effectiveness of the Regulation, because the existence or absence 
of the reserve or other family protection rules is characteristic trait of the 
succession law of each State and the aplication of the exception of public 
policy would make the conflict of laws rule very complex.”85 They also 
emphasise that this aplication might lead to discriminatory effects since 
the application of public policy exception also depends on the intensity of 
the link between the case at the issue and the law of the forum.

It remains to be seen which position on this question will take the 
ECJ.

5. ROLE OF PUBLIC POLICY EXCEPTION IN CROATIAN LAW 
OF SUCCESSION

Public policy is general doctrine of Croatian private international 
law. It is of no surprise having in mind cogency of Croatian conflict of 
law rules followed by mandatory application of foreign law. It has been 
integrated in several legal documents,86 primarily in Croatian Private In-
ternational Law Act.87

The Croatian PIL Act clearly differentiates substantive88 and pro-
cedural aspects89 of public policy. According to Art. 4. of Croatian PIL 
Act there is a possiblity to escape the application of the foreign law rules 
if “the effect of the former would be contrary to the foundations of the 
system of government stipulated by the Constitution of the Republic of 
Croatia”.90 According to Art. 90, there is also a possiblity to escape the 
recognition and enforcement of a foreign judicial decision if “it is con-
trary to the foundations of the system of government stipulated by the 
Constitution of the Republic of Croatia”.91

 85 Paul Lagarde, 176–177.

 86 Namely, Art. 184 para. 1 of Act on obligatory and proprietary relations in air 
navigation (Zakon o obveznim i stvarnopravnim odnosima u zračnoj plovidbi), NN RH 
132/98, 63/08 (hereinafter: ZOSOZP). Also, Art. 978 of the Maritime Act (Pomorski za-
konik), NN RH 181/04,76/07, 146/08 (hereinafter: PZ).

 87 Croatian Private international Law Act (Zakon o rješavanju sukoba zakona s 
propisima drugih zemalja u određenim odnosima), NN RH 53/91.

 88 Art. 4 of PILA, Art. 36 para. 2(2) of Arbitration Act, Art. 148 para. 1 of ZOSO-
ZP and Art. 978 of PZ.

 89 Art. 181 para. 2 ZPP, čl. 39 para. 1 and Art. 40 para. 1 of Arbitration Act.

 90 Art. 4 of Croatian PILA.

 91 Art. 3 of Croatian PILA.
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At the time of enactment of Croatian PIL Act92 terminus tehnicus 
“public policy” was avoided and the descripction method used instead.93 
Apparently it is going to be corrected in a new Croatian PIL Act, which 
has yet to come.94

The content of substantial as well as procedural public policy is 
derived from Croatian Constitution95 but, due to Art. 4 the PIL Act to-
gether with Art. 141 of the Constitution, includes also the fundamental 
principles of conventional law, such as ECHR. Some authors suggest that 
the above formula includes also other principles and statutory provisions 
of a mandatory nature which protect the fundamental values of Croatian 
society.96

Most writers agree that, due to its exceptional character, public pol-
icy exception should be applied restrictively.97 According to the doctrine, 
application of the public policy should depend on proximity and intensity 
of the link with the state of the forum.98 Lower intensity calls for ap-
plication of attenuated public policy (effet atténué de l’ ordre public). In 
an absence of an express statutory instruction, according to the doctrine, 
instead of an incompatible foreign norm Croatian judge should apply the 
corresponding norm of domestic law.99

In practice, public policy exception is understood as a blanket legal 
clause, content of which is complemented by judges in courts.100 Scarce 
judicial practice on this question indicates that Croatian courts have been 
rather reluctant to resort to this instrument. However, existing practice 

 92 What appears to be todays Croatian PIL Act is in its origin PIL Act of Former 
Yugoslavia (Sl. SFRJ, No. 43/82, 72/82) which is incorporated in Croatian legal system in 
1991 (NN RH, No. 53/91).

 93 Mihajlo Dika, Gašo Knežević, Srđan Stojanović, Komentar zakona o međuna-
rodnom privatnom i procesnom pravu, Nomos, Beograd 1991, 15.

 94 Thesys for PIL Act (2001) – no. 5 “Foreign law is not to be applied if its effect 
would be contrary to the public policy of Croatia. Foreign court and arbitral awards are 
not to be recognized if in the course of its issuing the fundamental procedural rules, that 
form part of Croatian public policy, were not respected”. Krešimir Sajko, Hrvoje Sikirić, 
Vilim Bouček, Davor Babić, Nina Tepeš, Izvori hrvatskog i europskog međunarodnog 
privatnog prava, Informator, Zagreb 2001, 265.

 95 See the details in: Mirela Župan, Kolos Kovács, László Kecskés, “Public policy 
in national and European private international and proceural law”, Contemporary Legal 
Challenges: EU-Hungary-Croatia (eds. Tímea Drinóczi, Mirela Župan, Mario Vinković), 
Osijek-Pécs 2012, 517–521.

 96 M. Dika, G. Knežević, S. Stojanović, 16.

 97 Ibid., 15.

 98 Krešimir Sajko, Međunarodno privatno pravo, Narodne novine, Zagreb 2009, 
261.

 99 Ibid., 266, L. Kecskés, K. Kovács, M. Župan, 519.

 100 K. Sajko, 267. 
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shows that they follow the doctrinal views. For instance, Supreme Court 
of Croatia explicitly states that the concept of public policy cannot be 
identified with the totality of mandatory rules101 but only such statutory 
provisions which are aimed at safeguarding fundamental legal values.102 
Albeit scarce, available practice also shows that Croatian courts always 
require: reference to violation of public policy to be suported with ref-
erence to the violated principle, an explanation of the relevance of the 
violated principle for the public policy of the Repubic of Croatia and 
explanation of the significance of the violaton for the same policy.103

In order to identify the guiding principles of Croatian law which 
may triger application of Art. 35 of Succession Regulation, first, we need 
to identify which of the principles inherent to Croatian succession law 
may be guaranteed at international level.

According to the provisions of Croatian Succession Act,104 guiding 
principles of Croatian law of succession are: principle of non-discrimina-
tion (Art. 2, para. 1) succession to a person (Art. 3), the numerus clausus 
principle of the legal titles of succession (Art. 4, para. 3), voluntarity 
principle (Art. 4, para. 4), principle of obligatory universal succession 
(Art. 5, para. 1), principle of ipso iure succession (Art. 5, para. 2), fis-
cus post omnes principle (Art. 6), principle of freedom of testamentary 
succession (Art. 7, para. 1) and the hereditary reserve (Art. 7, para. 2). 
Obviously, some of these principles, by the reason of values they express, 
might be considered fundamental while others can not.

There is no dilemma with respect to the principle of non-discrim-
ination (Art. 2 SA). This principle implies that with regard to succession 
all natural persons are equal and the same set of conditions applies to 
all of them.105 So, men and women, the decendent’s children born in or 
out of the wedlock, the spouse and the decendent’s extra-marital partner 
or same-sex partner106 are all equal in their rights of succession. From 
that perspective, any foreign law which (with respect to succession) dis-
criminates on basis of gender, sex or religion or favours legitimate over 
illegitimate children, oldest over the youngest, etc. will undoubtedly be 
considered to be in conflict with Croatian public policy.

One of the fundamental principles of the Croatian law of succes-
sion is also the numerus clausus principle of the legal titles of succession, 

 101 SCC no. Rev 74/07–2 of 7 October 2009.

 102 SCC no. Rev– 167/2012 of 4 September 2012.

 103 L. Kecskés, K. Kovács, M. Župan, 521.

 104 Croatian Succession Act (SA), NN RH, no 48/03, 163/03, 35/05, 127/13, 33/15 
– clarified text, in force since 1 April 2015.

 105 Art. 2, para. 1 SA.

 106 Art. 8, para. 2 SA, also Art. 4, para. 2 and Art. 55 of the Partnership Act (NN 
RH, No. 92/14).
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which limits the possibility to succeed under any other legal title besides 
statutory or testamentary succession. Since Croatian statutory regime in-
cludes the prohibition on an agreements relating to future successions 
(they are deemed to be null and void),107 which is in line with the pro-
tection of testamentary freedom as an essential value of Croatian legal 
system, it might be rasied to the status of international public policy.108 
According to our understanding of the content of Art. 25 of Succession 
Regulation, such agreements will generally be recognised if valid under 
the applicable law stipulated in the Regulation, so it does not leave the 
possibility of applying public policy exception in such case.109

Finally, important part of Croatian law of succession is hereditary 
reserve. It has been included in Croatian legal system decades before 
Croatia even became an independent country. Even though, we have not 
been able to find a judgment (not even a doctrinal view) dealing with this 
issue on an international level. The freedom of testamentary succession is 
limited to protect certain justified interests of the decendent’s immediate 
family members. According to specific preconditions, they are entitled to 
the reserved share regardless of the will of the decendent, so that the dis-
positions in the case of the death contrary to someone’s right to reserved 
share are null and void.110 The Croatian society is still traditional one and 
family solidarity is still a very strong element which (if unexisting or in-
direct or uncertain according to lex successionis) might raise public policy 
concerns. Despite the Art. 4 SA and the doctrinal views which advocate 
taking into account all the dimensions of public policy (proximity, relativ-
ity functions, etc.) and as such leave some room for individual approach 
to each case, it might happen that domestic courts deploy public policy 
exception with respect to lex successsionis which does not provide for 
reserved portion, especially in the absence of other judicial mechanisms 
for the protection of family members.

6. CONCLUSION

By this time it is more than obvious that the EU is currently under-
going the process of extensive Europeanization of the private international 
law. So far, a number of instruments has been enacted containing uniform 

 107 Art. 102 SA – prohibition on agreements relating to succession; Art. 103. SA – 
prohibition on agreements relating to future succession or legacy, Art. 104. SA – nullity 
of agreements relating to the contents of will. 

 108 Very similar situation share also France, Belgium, Spain, Italy. See: M. A. Po-
llaroli, 411–413.

 109 On the other hand, some authors seem to take different stand or at least leave 
that question open. See: M. Grimaldi.

 110 Art. 7, para. 2 SA.
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rules on jurisdiction, applicable law and the recognition and enforcement 
of judgments obtained abroad. Public policy exception seems to be a 
standard clause in almost every peace of secondary EU legislation.

As the European private international law legislation currently 
stands, the public policy exception allows the exclusion of a foreign rule, 
even if it comes from another Member State. That is because unifom 
choice of law rules do not guarantee the same use of public policy ir-
respective of the forum111 not do they eliminate the differences between 
substantive solutions. Had there been a fully harmonised law in succes-
sion matters in intra-community cases public policy could no longer be 
deployed against the law of another Member State.112 Since there are no 
specific rules which could be said to express an overriding European 
policy there is no other way to circumvent the application of repugnant 
foreign law.

With regard to procedural public policy, content of public policy is 
largely determined by EU law.113 Mutual trust entails that the application 
of the rules on conflict of jurisdiction by Member State courts must be 
trusted as correct, whereby all Member State courts must be considered 
equal and trusted to apply the Regulation correctly.114 According to the 
principle of mutual trust, every Member State is deemed to be compliant 
with EU law. Ever since Krombach, most of national courts determine the 
content of procedural public policy by a direct reference to Art. 6 ECHR 
and CJEU case law. Only a manifest or a disproportionate breach of a 
fundamental right allows the non-recognition of foreign judgment.115

Due to Brusselles I bis Proposal,116 public policy exception has 
been a subject of a lively debates. Some in favour of its exclusion, rely-
ing heavily on the argument put out by The Report to the Council by the 
Swedish Presidency on the disscussions in the Committee of Civil Law 
on the issue of public policy, which clearly points out that substantive 
public policy exception has been used very rarely,117 and the growing har-
monisation of the legal systems of the Member States and their common 
basic values as well as the unification of applicable law rules. Others in 

 111 P. Beaumont, E. Johnston, 263.

 112 T. M. De Boer, 21. 

 113 See: Case C-400/10 PPU J. McB v B [2010] ECR I-8965, C-491/10 PPU Agui-
rre Zaraga v Pelz [2010] ECR I-14247, C-455/15 P. v Q. (note 29).

 114 Opinion of the Court (Full Court) 2/13 of 18 December 2014, para. 191.

 115 B. Hess, T. Pfeiffer, 168.

 116 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial 
matters (Recast) COM(2010)248 final, 14 December 2010. 

 117 See: P. Beaumont, E. Johnston, 278.
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favour of its preservation,118 also pointing out several arguments. First, 
that problems may occur (e.g. fraud or corruption) which are not covered 
by the human rights protection although equally unacceptable. Second, 
that universal application of conflict of law rules as well as the interests 
of the international community and the EU to preserve the possibility of 
not enforcing a judgment given in another Member States when it con-
trary to international public policy also have to be taken into account.

In any case, Commission’s Proposal for Brussels I bis Regulation 
which advocated exclusion of any general public policy test in respect 
to issues of substantive law and substitution of procedural public policy 
with a direct reference to fundamental principles underlying fair trial as 
determined by Art. 47 of the EUChFR,119 was not adopted. Since, accord-
ing to the case law of the ECJ,120 “hyper-efficient” legislation does not al-
low the requested member State to “take on board human rights concerns 
even in cases of clear violations of the Charter”,121 it might not be bad.

Although, it might also be interpreted as a sort of obstruction to-
ward deeper Europeanization. “Despite its collective desire to expand 
the scope of Union influence, Member States are determined to protect 
its legal and cultural differences and are reluctant to give up its residual 
control”122. Could such scenario prevent the unification process to con-
tinue? Not likely.

Namely, existing studies show that EU Member States do not abuse 
their powers of residual control.123 The free movement of judgments as 
“the fifth freedom”,124 necessary for the proper functioning of the internal 
market, is not impeded by the public policy exception. Common stand-
ards created by the ECHR and EUChFR, and supervised by the CJEU, 

 118 Ibid., 278, 279.

 119 In form of “a failure to observe fundamental principles underlying the right to 
a fair trial”. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial 
matters (Recast) COM(2010) 248 final, 14 December 2010. 

 120 Aguirre Zaraga v Pelz, note 113, paras 48, 49.

 121 J. Oster, 548; Paul Beaumont, Emma Johnston, “Abolition of the Exequatur in 
Brussels I: Is a Public Policy Defence neccessary for the Protection of Human Rights?”, 
IPRax, 30/2010, 105, 108; Patrick Kinsch, “Private International Law Topics before the 
European Court of Human Rights”, Yearbook of Private International Law vol. 13, 2011, 
37, 48.

 122 Jacqueline Grey, “Identifying the Impetus behind the Europeanization of the 
Private International Law Rules on Family Matters and Succession”, European Journal of 
Law Reform, vol. 17, 2015, 341. 

 123 B. Hess, T. Pfeiffer, 13.

 124 The other “four freedoms” inherent to the EU are free movement of goods, 
services, persons and capital. Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (Lisbon 
Treaty), Titles II and IV.
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additionally limit Member States in (over)protection of national particu-
larities.125 So, it is Europeanised public policy that protects and promotes 
fundamental rights and other core values of the EU with which all Mem-
ber States have to comply.

 125 M. Weller, 99.


